
1) Describe the structure of the class group of K := Q[
√
−58].

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0, with
f(x) := x2 + 58. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[

√
−58] (as a ring, Z ⊕

√
−58Z as

Z-module), since −58 = 2 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore 4 · (−58). The field has a
couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, so that the Minkowski’s bound gives

n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −4 · 58

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 9.69 . . . .

So, (by the Minkowski Theorem) each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 9. There
are nine possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2, . . . , 9. The definition of the norm
of an ideal immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a. Passing to the ideals this implies that
N(a)OK ⊆ a so that N(a)OK = ab for some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one
of the factors of N(a)OK as element of the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the
unique factorization as product of prime ideals is used here). In the present case we have:

a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 2OK = p2

2

for some prime ideal p2. The equality 22 = N(2) = N(p2
2) = N(p2)2 proves that N(p2) = 2,

so that a = p2.
c) N(a) = 3. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 3 is inert in OK (as a consequence of

the Kummer-Dedekind Theorem, because f(x) = x2 + 1 (mod 3) is irreducible modulo 3),
therefore 3OK is the unique prime ideal above 3. Since N(3OK) = 32, we conclude that
there are no ideals a with N(a) = 3.

d) N(a) = 4. Every such ideal comes from the factorization of 4OK = (2OK)2, so that it must
be a power of p2. The unique power of p2 whose norm is 4 is p2

2 which nevertheless is the
ideal 2OK, actually a principal ideal.

e) N(a) = 5. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 5 is inert in OK (because f(x) = x2 + 3
(mod 5) is irreducible modulo 5), therefore 5OK is the unique prime ideal above 5. Since
N(5OK) = 52, we conclude that there are no ideals a with N(a) = 5.

f) N(a) = 6. The factorization of 6OK in prime ideals is p2
2 ·3OK, then a is a divisor of p2

2 ·3OK
but there are no divisors with a norm equal to 6.

g) N(a) = 7. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 7 is inert in OK (because f(x) = x2 + 2
(mod 7) is irreducible modulo 7), therefore 7OK is the unique prime ideal above 7. Since
N(7OK) = 72, we conclude that there are no ideals a with N(a) = 7.

h) N(a) = 8. Then a is a divisor of 8OK = p6
2, thus a = p3

2. Note that [a] = [p2], since p2
2 is

principal.
i) N(a) = 9. Then a = 3OK, in particular it is principal.

Concluding, the set {[OK], [p2]} covers all the elements of the class group. Moreover, since
[p2] 6= [OK] (i.e., p2 is not principal, a fact which can be proved by proving that in OK there are
no elements whose norm is 2), we conclude that the class number is 2 and that the class group
coincides with the group generated by [p2]. �

2) Let Q ⊆ K ⊆ L be a chain of fields with [L : Q] < +∞. Let dK and dL be the discriminant
of K and L, respectively. Prove that if K 6= Q, then dK and dL cannot be coprime. Deduce that
when L1 and L2 are Galois extensions of Q with [L1 : Q], [L2 : Q] < ∞ and (dL1 , dL2) = 1, then
[L1L2 : Q] = [L1 : Q] · [L2 : Q].

Solution. We know that K 6= Q iff dK 6= 1 (Corollary to the Minkowski’s Theorem). Let
K 6= Q and let p be a prime divisor of dK. Then p ramifies into K (by Dedekind’s Theorem), and
therefore it ramifies into L, too. It follows that p divides dL (by Dedekind’s Theorem, again).
Now, [L1L2 : Q] = [L1 : Q] · [L2 : Q] holds iff L1 ∩ L2 = Q. The first part of the exercise proves
that the discriminant of L1 ∩ L2 is divisible only by primes which divide both dL1 and dL2 . By
hypothesis dL1 and dL2 are coprime, therefore the discriminant of L1 ∩ L2 is 1. �
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3) Let m,n be coprime integers which are both squarefree, congruent to 1 modulo 4 and 6= 1.
Let Kn := Q[

√
n], Km := Q[

√
m] and L := Q[

√
n,
√

m]. Let {1, θ} be a Z basis of In (the integral
closure of Z into Kn), and {1, η} be a Z basis of Im (the integral closure of Z into Km). Prove
that {1, θ, η, θη} is an integral basis for the integral closure of Z into L.
(Suggestion: compute the discriminant of {1, θ}, that one of {1, η} and that one of {1, θ, η, θη}.
Then prove that the last discriminant is also the discriminant of L).

Solution. The number n is squarefree and congruent to 1 modulo 4, hence the discriminant of
{1, θ} (which is a Z basis, by assumption) is n. Analogously, the discriminant of {1, η} is m. The
non-trivial automorphism σ of Kn and the non-trivial automorphism τ of Km can be extended
to automorphisms of L in such a way that gal(L, Q) = {1, σ, τ, στ}. Then, the discriminant of
{1, θ, η, θη} can be computed directly as

d(1, θ, η, θη) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 θ η θη
1 σ(θ) η σ(θ)η
1 θ τ(η) θτ(η)
1 σ(θ) η σ(θ)τ(η)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

From this identity it follows almost immediately that

d(1, θ, η, θη) = (θ − σ(θ))4 · (η − τ(η))4 =
∣∣∣∣1 θ
1 σ(θ)

∣∣∣∣4 · ∣∣∣∣1 η
1 τ(η)

∣∣∣∣4 = n2m2.

Let p be a prime dividing n. Then p ramifies into Kn, hence it ramifies into L too, so that p
divides dL as well. The same argument can be repeated for every prime dividing m, hence each
prime dividing mn divides dL: since m and n are squarefree and coprime we get that mn|dL.
This fact implies that dL is n2m2, because dL differs from d(1, θ, η, θη) = n2m2 by a square
integer and m and n are coprime and squarefree. The equality dL = d(1, θ, η, θη) proves the
claim. �

4) Let p be an odd prime and let

P := {(x, y) ∈ N× N| 0 < x < p/2, 0 < y < p/2, x2 + y2 = 1 (mod p)}.
Prove that ]P is odd if and only if p = ±1 (mod 8).

Solution. Let T be the involution defined as T (x, y) := (y, x). Then T (P) = P, so that the
parity of ]P is equal to the parity of the subset P0 of elements of P which are fixed by T .
These elements are of the form (x, x) with 2x2 = 1 (mod p), and 0 < x < p/2. The congruence
2x2 = 1 (mod p) admits solutions if and only if p = ±1 (mod 8), by the quadratic reciprocity
law. When a solution x̄ exists, there is only one more solution modulo p: −x̄ (because Z/pZ is
a field and 2x2 − 1 has degree two). The claim follows because exactly one of the two points
(x̄, x̄) and (−x̄,−x̄) belongs to P0. �

4 Bis) (variazione del precedente) Let p be an odd prime and let

P := {(x, y) ∈ N× N| 0 < x < p/2, 0 < y < p/2, x2 + xy + y2 = 1 (mod p)}.
Prove that ]P is odd if and only if p = ±1 (mod 12).

Solution. Let T be the involution defined as T (x, y) := (y, x). Then T (P) = P, so that the
parity of ]P is equal to the parity of the subset P0 of elements of P which are fixed by T . These
elements are of the form (x, x) with 3x2 = 1 (mod p), and 0 < x < p/2. When p = 3 the
congruence 3x2 = 1 (mod p) has no solutions, while for p > 3 it admits solutions if and only if
3 is a square modulo p, i.e. if and only if p = ±1 (mod 12), by the quadratic reciprocity law.
When a solution x̄ exists, there is only one more solution modulo p: −x̄ (because Z/pZ is a field
and 3x2− 1 has degree two). The claim follows because exactly one of the two points (x̄, x̄) and
(−x̄,−x̄) belongs to P0. �

5) Let m be a squarefree integer, let α := 3
√

m and let K := Q[α]. Denote by u the fundamental
unit in OK (i.e., the unit greater that 1 which generates the free part of the units group UK).
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a) Prove that the Q-conjugates of u are of the form ρeiθ and ρe−iθ for some real ρ and θ, and
that uρ2 = 1.

b) Let f(x) ∈ Z[x] be the minimal polynomial of u; prove that

disc(f(x)) = −4 sin2 θ(ρ3 − 2 cos θ + ρ−3)2.

c) Deduce that
|dK| ≤ 4(u3/4 + u−3/4)4.

d) Let m = 7, so that α = 3
√

7, K = Q[ 3
√

7], OK = Z[ 3
√

7] and dK = −33 · 72 = −1323. Use the
previous inequality to conclude that u > 4.

e) Prove that w := 4+2α+α2 is a unit greater than 1, so that w = uk for some integer k ≥ 1.
f) Since w < 12, conclude that w = u.

Suggestion. For the computation in b), use the formula

disc(f(x)) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
u ρeiθ ρe−iθ

u2 ρ2e2iθ ρ2e−2iθ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

and the Vandermonde identity.
Remark. The inequality in c) is a simplified version of a stronger inequality due to Artin.

Solution.
a) Let f(x) be the minimal polynomial of u, so that f(x) ∈ Z[x]. In particular f(x) ∈ R[x]

and has degree 3. Its non real roots are a couple of conjugated complex numbers, thus they
are of the form ρeiθ, ρe−iθ. u is a unit, therefore its norm is ±1; this implies that uρ2 = ±1.
By definition u > 1, hence uρ2 = 1.

b) The Vandermonde formula shows that

disc(f(x)) = (u− ρeiθ)2(u− ρe−iθ)2(ρeiθ − ρe−iθ)2

= (u2 − ρu(eiθ + e−iθ) + ρ2)2(2iρ sin θ)2

= −4 sin2 θ(u2ρ− 2ρ2u cos θ + ρ3)2

= −4 sin2 θ(ρ−3 − 2 cos θ + ρ3)2.

c) Since dK divides disc(f(x)), from the previous equality we have

|dK| ≤ 4 sin2 θ(ρ−3 − 2 cos θ + ρ3)2.

Here, we bound sin θ and cos θ trivially, thus

≤ 4(ρ−3 + 2 + ρ3)2

= 4(ρ−3/2 + ρ3/2)4

= 4(u−3/4 + u3/4)4.

d) dK = −1323, therefore (1323/4)1/4 ≤ u−3/4 + u3/4 ≤ 1 + u3/4 (because u > 1), so that
u ≥ ((1323/4)1/4 − 1)4/3 = 4.8 . . . proving the claim.

e) w is a unit, since w·(2−α) := (4+2α+α2)(2−α) = 8−α3 = 1. Alternatively, it can be proved
as a consequence of the fact that w ∈ OK and that N(a+bα+cα2) = a3 +7b3 +49c3−21abc
for every a, b, c ∈ Z (so that N(w) = 1).

f) w = uk, for some k ≥ 1. If k ≥ 2 then w > 16, but w < 12, therefore k = 1, i.e. w is the
fundamental unit.

�

6) Let p be a prime. How many solutions modulo p has the equation x2 − x + 5 = 0 (mod p)?
Solution. When p = 2 there are no solutions. For p > 2 the equation can be written as
(2x − 1)2 = −19 (mod p), so that there is one solution for p = 19, two solutions if

(−19
p

)
= 1

and no solutions if
(−19

p

)
= −1. Using the quadratic reciprocity law we get that

(−19
p

)
= 1 iff( p

19

)
= 1, i.e. iff p ∈ {1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 17} modulo 19. �
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7)(An extension of Ex. 6) Let p be a prime. How many solutions modulo p has the equation
x2 − x + 5 = 0 (mod p2)?
Solution. Let A be the set of residues {1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 17} modulo 19. The equation
implies that x2 − x + 5 = 0 (mod p), therefore there are no solutions when p = 2, and when
p 6∈ A. Let p be odd, then the equation can be written as (2x − 1)2 = −19 (mod p2). This
equality proves immediately that there are no solutions when p = 19. Suppose p ∈ A. Then
there are two solutions of (2x− 1)2 = −19 (mod p). Let a be such a solution. Then x = a + yp
for some integer y (uniquely determined modulo p). Substituting this equality we have

(2a− 1)y = −(a2 − a + 5)/p (mod p)

(recall that a2−a+5 is divisible by p, since a is a solution of the equation modulo p). This is an
equation for y, which has a unique solution since 2a−1 6= 0 (mod p) (because (2a−1)2 = −19 6= 0
(mod p)). Concluding, when p ∈ A each solution modulo p gives (lifts) to a unique solution
modulo p2, so that the original equations has two solutions. �

8) Let K := Q[
√
−6] and let R be the integral closure of Z in K. For how many ideals A in R

we have N(A) = 5324 = 22 · 113?

Solution. The discriminant of K is −4 · 6, so that 2 ramifies and 11 splits (using the Kummer-
Dedekind Theorem). As a consequence

2R = p2, 11R = q1q2,

for suitable distinct prime ideals p, q1 and q2. Let A = paqb
1q

c
2r be the factorization of A with

a, b, c ∈ N (eventually equal to 0) and r an ideal coprime with pq1q2 (eventually equal to R).
Then,

22 · 113 = N(A) = N(paqb
1q

c
2r) = 22a11b+cN(r)

implies that a = 1, b + c = 3 and r = R. Hence there are only four ideals: pq3
1, pq2

1q2, pq1q
2
2 and

pq3
2. �

9) Describe the structure of the class group of K := Q[
√
−6].

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0,
with f(x) := x2 + 6. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[

√
−6] (as a ring, Z ⊕

√
−6Z as

Z-module), since −6 = 2 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore 4 · (−6). The field has a
couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, therefore the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −4 · 6

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 3.11 . . . .

By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 3. There are three
possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2 or 3. The definition of the norm of an ideal
immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a. Passing to the ideals this implies that N(a)OK ⊆ a
so that N(a)OK = ab for some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one of the factors of
N(a)OK as element of the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the unique factorization
as product of prime ideals is used here). In the present case we have:
a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 2OK = p2

for some prime ideal p. The equality 22 = N(2) = N(p2) = N(p)2 proves that N(p) = 2, so
that a = p.

c) N(a) = 3. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 3 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 3OK = q2

for some prime ideal q. The equality 32 = N(3) = N(q2) = N(q)2 proves that N(q) = 3, so
that a = q.

Concluding, the set {[OK], [p], [q]} covers all the elements of the class group. Moreover, [p] and [q]
are not equal to [OK] (i.e., p and q are not principal, a fact which can be proved by proving that
in OK there are no elements whose norm is 2 or 3). The same argument proves that [pq] cannot
be equal to [p] or to [q], hence [pq] = [OK], so that [p] = [q]−1 = [q] (the last equality follows by
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the factorization 3OK = q2), so that the class number is 2 and the class group coincides with
the group generated by [p]. �

10) Describe the structure of the class group of K := Q[
√
−57].

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0,
with f(x) := x2 + 57. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[

√
−57] (as a ring, Z ⊕

√
−57Z

as Z-module), since −57 = 3 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore 4 · (−57) = −22 · 3 · 19.
The field has a couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, so the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −4 · 57

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 9.6 . . . .

By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 9. There are nine
possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2, . . . , 9. The definition of the norm of an
ideal immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a, i.e. that N(a)OK ⊆ a so that N(a)OK = ab
for some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one of the factors of N(a)OK as element
of the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the unique factorization as product of prime
ideals is used here). In the present case we have:

a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 2OK = p2

for some prime ideal p. The equality 22 = N(2) = N(p2) = N(p)2 proves that N(p) = 2, so
that a = p.

c) N(a) = 3. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 3 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 3OK = q2

for some prime ideal q. The equality 32 = N(3) = N(q2) = N(q)2 proves that N(q) = 3, so
that a = q.

d) N(a) = 4, 8. Every such ideal is a power of p.
e) N(a) = 5. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 5 is inert in OK (as a consequence of

the Kummer-Dedekind Theorem, because f(x) = x2 + 3 (mod 5) is irreducible modulo 5),
therefore 5OK is the unique prime ideal above 5. Since N(5OK) = 52, we conclude that
there are no ideals a with N(a) = 5.

f) N(a) = 6. We have 6OK = p2q2, so that the class of a in the group class belongs to the
subgroup generated by the classes [p] and [q].

g) N(a) = 7. As in e), 7 is inert in OK and there is no any such ideal a.
h) N(a) = 9. As in d), every such ideal is a power of q.

The previous remarks prove that the class group is generated by its elements [p] and [q]. Since
[p2] = [(2)] = id and [q2] = [(3)] = id, the class group has order 1, 2 or 4.
Every element in OK is a+b

√
−57 with a, b ∈ Z, therefore the norm of every such number which

is not 0,±1 is at least a2 + 57b2 ≥ 4. In particular the classes [p] and [q] are not trivial. This
implies that the class group has order 2 or 4, the first case if [p] = [q], the second one if [p] 6= [q].
We prove now that [p] 6= [q], so that the class group will be isomorphic to the group Z2 ⊕ Z2.
In fact, Let Lp be the lattice in C representing the points of p and let Lp be the set of nonzero
points of Lp whose (Euclidean) distance to 0 is minimal. Let Lq and Lq be the analogous sets
for q. Suppose p = αq for some α ∈ K×. Then Lp = αLq. In the present case p = (2, 1 +

√
−57)

and q = (3,
√
−57), therefore Lp = {±2} and Lq = {±3}. It follows that such an α must be

±2/3, thus 3p = 2q, i.e. q2p = p2q, i.e. p = q which is impossible (their norms are different). �

11) Describe the structure of the class group of K := Q[
√
−39].

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0, with
f(x) := x2 + 19. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[ω] (as a ring, Z⊕ ωZ as Z-module),
where ω := 1+

√
−39

2 , since −19 = 1 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore −19. The field
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has a couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, so the Minkowski’s bound is
n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −39

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 3.9 . . . .

By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 3. There are three
possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2, 3. The definition of the norm of an ideal
immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a, i.e. that N(a)OK ⊆ a so that N(a)OK = ab for
some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one of the factors of N(a)OK as element of
the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the unique factorization as product of prime
ideals is used here). In the present case we have:
a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 does not divide dK, hence it does not

ramify. The minimal polynomial of ω is x2 − x + 10 who has two distinct solutions modulo
2, therefore 2 splits, i.e. 2OK = pp for a couple of distinct prime ideals p, p. The equality
2OK = pp shows that [p] is the inverse class of [p].

c) N(a) = 3. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 3 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 3OK = q2

for some prime ideal q. The equality 32 = N(3) = N(q2) = N(q)2 proves that N(q) = 3, so
that a = q.

The previous remarks prove that the class group is generated by its elements [p] and [q]. Let
a+bω, a, b ∈ Z, be te generic element of the integral closure of Z in K. Its norm is a2 +ab+10b2.
The equations a2 + ab + 10b2 = 2 and = 3 have no solutions, therefore the classes [p] and [q] are
nontrivial. Consider [p]2; its norm is 4, therefore (by Minkowski) it is equal to id, [p], [p] or [q].
We prove that [p]2 = [q] proving that the other cases are impossible.

i) Suppose [p]2 = id. We know that [p] = [p]−1, therefore the hypothesis implies that p = αp

for some α ∈ K×. Let Lp be the lattice in C representing the points of p and let Lp be
the set of nonzero points of Lp whose (Euclidean) distance to 0 is minimal. Let Lp and Lp

be the analogous sets for p. The equality p = αp implies Lp = αLp. In the present case
p = (2, ω) and p = (2, ω), therefore Lp = {±2} = Lp. It follows that such an α must be ±1,
thus p = p, but this is impossible (2 splits).

ii) The equality [p]2 = [p] is evidently false (because [p] 6= id).
iii) Suppose [p]2 = [p]. Then [p]3 = id which is impossible since there are no elements in Z[ω]

whose norm is 8 (the equation a2 + ab + 10b2 = 8 has no solutions).
We know that [q] has order two, therefore we can conclude that the class group has order 4 and
is the cyclic group generated by [p]. �

12) Let K be a real, quadratic field. Prove that if dK < 36 then the class group of K is cyclic.
Prove that if 4|dK then the class group has order two, at most.
Facultative. Under the previous hypotheses, prove that the class group has order one when
4 - dK.

Solution. For a real quadratic field the Minkowski’s bound is 1
2

√
dK so that for such a field

with dK < 36 the bound is strictly lower than 3. By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class
contains an ideal whose norm is 2, at most, and this happens if and only if 2 is not inert. If 2
ramifies, then 2 = p2 and p generates a class of order two in the class group. If 2 splits, then
2 = p1p2 and the class [p2] equals [p1]−1, therefore the class group is generated by [p1] (which
nevertheless can coincide with the trivial class).
For the second part, the previous argument already gives the claim whenever 2 is inert. Moreover,
the unique discriminants lower than 36 which are not divisible by 4 and where 2 splits are 17
and 33. In K = Q[

√
17], the norm of ω := 3+

√
17

2 is −2, hence the ideal generated by ω is one of
the two prime ideals which divide the ideal generated by 2. This proves that [p1] is principal,
so that the class group is trivial. Analogously, in K = Q[

√
33]: the norm of ω := 5+

√
33

2 is −2,
so that also in this case the class group is trivial. �
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13) Let K be an imaginary, quadratic field. Prove that if |dK| ≤ 22 then the class group of K is
cyclic. Prove that if 4|dK then the class group has order two, at most.
Facultative. Compute the order of the class group of K = Q[

√
−15].

Solution. For an imaginary quadratic field the Minkowski’s bound is 2
π

√
dK so that for such

field with dK ≤ 22 the bound is strictly lower than 3. By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal
class contains an ideal whose norm is 2, at most, and this happens if and only if 2 is not inert.
If 2 ramifies, then 2 = p2 and p generates a class of order two in the class group. If 2 splits,
then 2 = pp and the class [p2] equals [p1]−1, therefore the class group is generated by [p] (which
nevertheless can coincide with the trivial class).
The discriminant of K = Q[

√
−15] is −15, therefore it satisfies the general hypotheses of the

first part of the exercise. Let ω := 1+
√
−15

2 . Its minimal polynomial is x2 − x + 4 which admits
the roots 0 and 1 modulo 2, therefore 2 splits in K, 2OK = pp and the class group is generated
by p. Let a + bω, a, b ∈ Z, be the generic element of OK. Its norm is a2 + ab + 4b2. The
equation a2 + ab + 4b2 = 2 has no solutions, therefore [p] 6= id. The norm of the ideal p2 is four,
therefore (Minkowski’s Theorem, again) its class must be id, [p] or [p]. The equality [p2] = [p]
is impossible (it implies that [p] = id, which is false), and the equality [p2] = [p] is false as well
(it implies that [p3] = id, but the equality a2 + ab + 4b2 = 8 has no solutions so that there are
no elements whose norm is equal to 8, which is the norm of p3). Hence [p]2 = id and the order
of the class group is two. �

14) Let K be the field generated by a root α of the polynomial f(x) = x3 + 3x + 5. Compute
disc(f(x)) and deduce that dK ∈ {−3 · 29,−33 · 29}. Verify that ω := (1 + α + α2)/3 is a root of
y3 + y2 + 2y − 1 and that 1, α, ω is an integral basis for OK.

Solution. The polynomial is irreducible (otherwise it would have an integer solution, because
it is monic, and ±1,±5 are not solutions), hence n := [K : Q] = 3. The discriminant of a
polynomial x3 +px+q is 4p3 +27q2, thus disc(f(x)) = 33 ·29. The discriminant of the Z-module
generated by 1, α, α2 is −disc(f(x)) = −33 · 29 and dK differs from this number by a square
factor, therefore dK ∈ {−3 · 29,−33 · 29}.
We note that ω = 1−α3

3(1−α) so that in order to prove that ω is a root of that polynomial it is
sufficient to prove that

(1− α3)3 + 3(1− α)(1− α3)2 + 2 · 32(1− α)2(1− α3)− 33(1− α)3 = 0

or, which is the same, that

(1− x3)3 + 3(1− x)(1− x3)2 + 2 · 32(1− x)2(1− x3)− 33(1− x)3 = 0 (mod x3 + 3x + 5).

The discriminant of the Z module generated by 1, α, and ω is −3·29, therefore OK = Z⊕αZ⊕ωZ
and dK = −3 · 29. �

15) Let K be the field generated by a root α of the polynomial f(x) = x3 − x2 + 2x − 3.
Compute disc(f(x)) and deduce that dK ∈ {−7,−52 · 7}; use the Minkowski’s Theorem to prove
that dK = −52 · 7 and that therefore OK = Z[α].

Solution. The polynomial is irreducible (otherwise it would have an integer solution, because
it is monic, and ±1,±5 are not solutions), hence n := [K : Q] = 3. f(x) has a real root
and two complex non-real roots (use calculus, or the Sturm-chain method), hence r2 = 1. The
discriminant of f(x) can be computed as determinant of the Sylvester matrix for f and f ′, giving
disc(f(x)) = 52 · 7. The discriminant of the Z-module generated by 1, α, α2 is −disc(f(x)) =
−52 · 7. dK differs from this number by a square factor, therefore dK ∈ {−7,−52 · 7}.
Suppose dK = −7, then the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 3
r2 = 1
dK = −7

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 0.74 . . . .

This number is lower than 1 which is impossible, proving that dK 6= −7. �
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16) Let K be the cyclotomic field of m-roots of the unity, m > 2. Prove that every prime
p < ϕ(m) cannot split totally in K.

Solution. We can assume that p - m, otherwise we know that p ramifies. The degree of
the cyclotomic polynomial Φm(x) is ϕ(m), therefore it cannot factorize totally in linear factors
modulo p when p < ϕ(m). The claim follows by the Kummer’s Theorem. �

17) Give a set of generators for the class group of K := Q[
√
−105].

More difficult. Describe the structure of the class group.

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0, with
f(x) := x2 + 105. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[

√
−105] (as a ring, Z⊕

√
−105Z as

Z-module), since −105 = 3 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore 4 · (−105) = −22 · 3 · 5 · 7.
The field has a couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, so the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −4 · 105

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 13.04 . . . .

By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 13. There are
thirteen possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2, . . . , 13. The definition of the
norm of an ideal immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a, i.e. that N(a)OK ⊆ a so that
N(a)OK = ab for some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one of the factors of
N(a)OK as element of the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the unique factorization
as product of prime ideals is used here). Moreover, the product of ideals and the product of the
corresponding product in the class group agree, hence we can restrict our attention to the ideals
a being powers of prime ideals, whose norm is therefore a prime power. In the present case we
have:
a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 2OK = p2

2

for some prime ideal p2. The equality 22 = N(2) = N(p2
2) = N(p2)2 proves that N(p2) = 2,

so that a = p2. The same argument applies to N(a) = 3, 5, 7, producing the ideals a = p3, p5

and p7, say.
c) N(a) = 4, 8, 9. Every such ideal is a power of p2 or p3.
d) N(a) = 11. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 11 is split in OK (as a consequence of the

Kummer-Dedekind Theorem, because f(x) = x2 + 6 (mod 11) has ±4 as solutions modulo
11), therefore 11OK = p11p11 and p11, p11 are the unique ideals whose norm is 11.

e) N(a) = 13. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 13 is split in OK (as a consequence of the
Kummer-Dedekind Theorem, because f(x) = x2 + 1 (mod 13) has ±5 as solutions modulo
13), therefore 13OK = p13p13 and p13, p13 are the unique ideals whose norm is 13.

The previous remarks prove that the class group is generated by its elements

{[p2], [p3], [p5], [p7], [p11], [p11], [p13], [p13]}.
Due to the relations: p11p11 = (11) and p13p13 = (13), we can remove [p11] and [p13] from
the previous list, without affecting the generating property. Also [p7] can be removed, because
p3p5p7 = (

√
−105), also [p13] can be removed, because 2p2p5p13 = (5+

√
−105), and finally, also

[p11] can be removed, because p2p3p5p11 = (15 +
√
−105).

Resuming, the class group is generated by

{[p2], [p3], [p5]}.
Each class in this list has order two and they are evidently independent (check the norms),
therefore the class group is the direct product of three cyclic groups, each one having order
2. �

18) Give a set of generators for the class group of K := Q[
√
−77].

More difficult. Describe the structure of the class group.

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0,
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with f(x) := x2 + 77. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[
√
−77] (as a ring, Z ⊕

√
−77Z

as Z-module), since −77 = 3 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore 4 · (−77) = −22 · 7 · 11.
The field has a couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, so the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −4 · 77

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 11.17 . . . .

By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 13. There are
thirteen possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2, . . . , 11. The definition of the
norm of an ideal immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a, i.e. that N(a)OK ⊆ a so that
N(a)OK = ab for some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one of the factors of
N(a)OK as element of the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the unique factorization
as product of prime ideals is used here). Moreover, the product of ideals and the product of the
corresponding product in the class group agree, hence we can restrict our attention to the ideals
a being powers of prime ideals, whose norm is therefore a prime power. In the present case we
have:
a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 divides dK, hence it ramifies: 2OK = p2

2

for some prime ideal p2. The equality 22 = N(2) = N(p2
2) = N(p2)2 proves that N(p2) = 2,

so that a = p2. The same argument applies to N(a) = 7, 11, producing the ideals a = p7

and p11, say.
c) N(a) = 3. Then a is a prime ideal. The prime 3 is split in OK (as a consequence of the

Kummer-Dedekind Theorem, because f(x) = x2 − 1 (mod 3) has ±1 as solutions modulo
3), therefore 3OK = p3p3 and p3, p3 are the unique ideals whose norm is 3.

d) N(a) = 4, 8, 9. Every such ideal is a power of p2, p3 or p3.
e) N(a) = 5. Then a is a prime ideal. The prime 5 is inert in OK (as a consequence of the

Kummer-Dedekind Theorem, because f(x) = x2 + 2 (mod 5) has no solutions modulo 5),
therefore there are no ideals a with N(a) = 5.

The previous remarks prove that the class group is generated by its elements

{[p2], [p3], [p3], [p7], [p11]}.
By the relation p3p3 = (3) we can remove [p3] from the previous list, without affecting the
generating property. Also [p11] can be removed, because

√
−77p7 = 7p11, and also [p7] can be

removed, because p2p
2
3p7 is principal.

Resuming, the class group is generated by

{[p2], [p3]}.
There are no solutions of a2 +77b2 = 3, 32 and 33, but (2, 1) is a solution of a2 +77b2 = 34. This
proves that the order of [p3] is four. We already know that the order of [p2] is two, and it is
easy to verify that [p2] 6= [p3]2, therefore each class in the previous set generates an independent
cyclic group. This proves that the class group is the direct product of two cyclic groups, with
orders 2 and 4, respectively. �

19) Describe the structure of the class group of K := Q[
√
−55].

Solution. The field K is the quadratic extension of Q generated by a solution of f(x) = 0, with
f(x) := x2 + 55. The integral closure OK of Z into K is Z[ω] (as a ring, Z⊕ ωZ as Z-module),
where ω := 1+

√
−55

2 , since −55 = 1 (mod 4). The discriminant dK is therefore −55. The field
has a couple of complex (non-real) embeddings in C, so the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 2
r2 = 1
dK = −55

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 4.72 . . . .

By the Minkowski Theorem each ideal class contains an ideal a with N(a) ≤ 4. There are four
possibilities, corresponding to the cases N(a) = 1, 2, 3 and 4. The definition of the norm of an
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ideal immediately proves that N(a) belongs to a, i.e. that N(a)OK ⊆ a so that N(a)OK = ab
for some ideal b. It follows that a can be determined as one of the factors of N(a)OK as element
of the multiplicative semigroup of the ideals of OK (the unique factorization as product of prime
ideals is used here). In the present case we have:
a) N(a) = 1. Then a is the trivial ideal and its class is the identity of the class group.
b) N(a) = 2. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 2 does not divide dK, hence it does not

ramify. The minimal polynomial of ω is x2 − x + 14 who has two distinct solutions modulo
2, therefore 2 splits, i.e. 2OK = pp for a couple of distinct prime ideals p, p. The equality
2OK = pp shows that [p] is the inverse class of [p].

c) N(a) = 3. Then a is a prime ideal. The integer 3 does not divide dK, hence it does not
ramify. The minimal polynomial of ω is x2−x+14 who has no solutions modulo 3, therefore
3 is inert in the extension, in particular there are no ideals a with N(a) = 3.

d) N(a) = 4. Every such ideal is of the form papb for nonnegative integers a, b with a + b = 2.
The previous remarks prove that the class group is generated by [p]. Let a + bω, a, b ∈ Z, be
te generic element of the integral closure of Z in K. Its norm is a2 − ab + 14b2. The equations
a2−ab+14b2 = 2, 4 and 8 have no solutions, (easy test, since a2−ab+14b2 is definite positive),
but a2 − ab + 14b2 = 16 has the solution a = b = 1, corresponding to the element 1 + ω. It
follows that p, p2 and p3 are not principal, by p4 = (1 + ω). We can conclude that the class
group has order 4 and is the cyclic group generated by [p]. �

20) Let K be the field generated by a root α of the polynomial f(x) = x3−x2−x−1. Compute
disc(f(x)) and deduce that dK ∈ {−11,−22 · 11}; use the Minkowski’s Theorem to prove that
dK = −22 · 11 and that therefore OK = Z[α].

Solution. The polynomial is irreducible (otherwise it would have an integer solution, because it
is monic, and ±1 are not solutions), hence n := [K : Q] = 3. f(x) has a real root and two complex
non-real roots (use calculus, or the Sturm-chain method), hence r2 = 1. The discriminant of f(x)
can be computed as determinant of the Sylvester matrix for f and f ′, giving disc(f(x)) = 22 ·11.
The discriminant of the Z-module generated by 1, α, α2 is −disc(f(x)) = −22 · 11. dK differs
from this number by a square factor, therefore dK ∈ {−11,−22 · 11}.
Suppose dK = −11, then the Minkowski’s bound is

n = [K : Q] = 3
r2 = 1
dK = −11

=⇒ n!
nn

( 4
π

)r2
√
|dK| = 0.93 . . . .

This number is lower than 1 which is impossible, proving that dK 6= −11. �

21) Let p, q > 1 be coprime integers. Let Up, Uq, Upq and UL be the unit groups in Q[
√

p], Q[
√

q],
Q[
√

pq] and Q[
√

p,
√

q], respectively. Prove that each Up, Uq, Upq is contained in UL and that the
subgroup generated by elements in Up, Uq, Upq has finite index in UL.

Solution. �

22) Let K be the field generated by a root α of the polynomial f(x) = x3 + x2 − 2x + 2. Find
an integral basis for OK.

Solution. The polynomial is irreducible (otherwise it would have an integer solution, because
it is monic, and ±1,±2 are not solutions), hence [K : Q] = 3. The discriminant of f(x) can be
computed as determinant of the Sylvester matrix for f and f ′, giving disc(f(x)) = 23 · 19. The
discriminant dK differs from −disc(f(x)) by a square, thus it is either 2 · 19 or 23 · 19, however
only the second one belongs to classes 0, 1 (mod 4), hence by the Stickelberger-Schur condition
we can conclude that dK = 23 · 19. In particular, dK = −disc(f(x)), so that OK = Z[α]. �


